Abstract. We analyze the words that firms use to describe their products so we can examine the determinants of which industries conglomerate firms operate within. Our central finding is that multiple-industry firms operate across industries with higher product language overlap. Multiple-industry firms also avoid industries with more distinct language boundaries and those with more specialized within-industry language. We also find evidence linking these results to specific synergies such as potential entry into new markets and realized synergies in the form of higher 10-K product description growth. These findings are consistent with multiple-product firms operating primarily in industries that lack language specialization. Our findings show that most conglomerates are not true diversified conglomerates with little overlap in their lines of business, as most firms that operate across multiple industries choose industries with high language overlap and potential synergies. Our results support theories of firm organization and organizational language.
Introduction
Why do firms choose to produce across particular industry combinations and not others? The literature has postulated both benefits (Stein 1997) and costs (Scharfstein and Stein 2000) of the multiple-industry organizational form. However, the literature has taken the existing multiple industry choices as given. 1 The literature has not shown why multiple-industry firms choose some industry combinations and not others or explained the role of potential firm synergies and product market language in the choice of organizational form.
This paper studies the determinants of which industries conglomerates choose to operate within. Firms that choose to operate in multiple industries face a trade-off between choosing complementary industries-which may enhance overall efficiency-and choosing industries that are different in order to diversify. Historically, producing in multiple industries has been viewed as a way to reduce the variance of cash flows by producing products with uncorrelated cash flows, as studies by Lewellen (1971) and recently by Hann et al. (2013) illustrate. We show that most conglomerate formation is related to choosing complementary industries whose products are related-not unrelated. Given that diversification and reducing the variance of firm cash flows is one of the main arguments in the literature for conglomerate formation, the fact that most conglomerates are producing in related industries is surprising.
The choice of which related industries to produce in involves trade-offs between specialization and coordination across industries. From a theoretical standpoint, Becker and Murphy (1992) model how firms trade off between the costs of coordination across different tasks and the gains to specialization in determining which tasks and products are grouped together. Hart and Moore (2005) focus on how agents within the firm are either coordinators or specialists in determining the optimal hierarchy within an organization. Crémer et al. (2007) focus on product language, the words that firms use within and across industries, and the extent to which these languages can be broad enough to allow coordination across industries. They predict that broader and less specialized product languages can lower the cost and increase the benefits of organizing across industries. Their theory shows that it is more likely that a firm chooses to be broader and to communicate across industries when the degree of language overlap and potential synergies across industries are high and the cost of imprecise communication is low.
We analyze firm industry choice and test the predictions of Crémer et al. (2007) by considering the degree of within-industry specialization and the extent to which firms in different industries share common product market language, which can allow them to develop across-industry synergies. To analyze firm product language, we use computational linguistics to analyze the words that firms use in the business descriptions of the 10-Ks they file with the U.S.
Management Science, Articles in Advance, pp. 1-21, © 2017 INFORMS Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Analyzing the cross-industry structure of words from firm 10-K filings, we test hypotheses on how synergies and asset complementarities relate to industry configuration choice for multi-industry firms.
2 Crémer et al. (2007) focus on the key trade-off between facilitating internal communication and encouraging communication with other organizations. They conclude that distinct sets of technical words place a limit on firm scope. A broader scope allows for more synergies to be captured, but this has to be weighed against the cost of less precise communication in each unit. We find direct support for this link along three dimensions. First, firms that operate in multiple product markets are more likely to operate in markets with more across-industry language overlap. Second, multiple-industry firms avoid industries with strong language boundaries and industries with a high degree of within-industry specialization and focus. Third, we find evidence of links to specific synergies in the form of potential entry into related product markets, as well as evidence of realized synergies in the form of greater ex post product description growth when firms are producing in industries with higher cross-industry product language overlap.
These contributions extend the research of Hoberg and Phillips (2010) , which examines within-industry relatedness and shows that merging firms with high ex ante relatedness have high future product growth consistent with synergies for within-industry mergers. However, this existing research does not study industry choice and, moreover, does not use any industry information or information about groups of industries. We extend this previous work by examining the fundamental industry factors that drive conglomerate industry choice and where conglomerate firms produce at the industry level. We also extend that paper by considering that conglomerate firms are less likely to operate in highly specialized industries and more likely to operate in industry pairs with high-value, less competitive industries, residing between the given pair so that related synergistic new products may be produced. These two hypotheses are particularly distinctive to this paper.
In our analysis, we first convert firm product text into a spatial representation of the product market, following Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . In this framework, each firm has a product location in this space, based on its product text, that generates an informative mapping of likely competitors. A central innovation of our article is to illustrate that industries also have locations in the product space, and relatedness analysis at the industry level can be used to examine theories of multiple-industry production. Our spatial framework thus allows an assessment of how similar industry languages are to each other and which industries in the product market space are "between" any given pair of industries, providing unique measures of potential asset complementarities. 3 Apple Inc. is an example of a firm that illustrates our key ideas. Its multiple-function products enable it to compete in multiple markets and to offer differentiated products competing with cell phones, computers, and digital music-industries that are highly related today. Apple was successful in its decision to operate jointly in these industries and uses language that focused firms use in each of these markets. It likely utilizes synergies found across previous industry boundaries.
Although our main tests use a framework that relies on the validity of industry classifications, an additional innovation is that we also examine the links between product vocabulary and asset complementarities using a framework that is invariant to industry classifications. In particular, we consider the degree of transitivity in product language overlap among rival firms, as well as among rivals of rival firms. 4 This concept of transitivity is related to the concept of industry boundaries and the degree of vocabulary specialization, as the ability to develop communication that can cross industry boundaries is essential in the realization of product scope benefits.
Our paper makes four main contributions. First, we examine in which industry combinations multipleindustry firms choose to operate based on industry product language. We find that product language overlap and potential synergies, within-industry language specialization, and the existence of industries lying between two industries can explain conglomerate industry choice.
Second, we show how fundamental industry characteristics, including economies of scale and vertical relatedness, differ in their effect on organizational form. Multiple-industry firms are less likely to operate in industries with high economies of scale and more likely to operate across industries that are vertically related. These respective industries exhibit high ex ante measures of language overlap, consistent with the existence of potential synergies.
Third, we show that conglomerates are less likely to produce in industries with high language complexity. Moreover, when conglomerates do produce in industries with high language complexity, they operate in industries that are more tightly clustered in the product space. These results support the prediction in Crémer et al. (2007) that firms favor a narrower operating profile when the cost of imprecise communication (in our case, resulting from complexity) is high. Fourth, we show evidence consistent with increases in product offerings by multiple-industry firms when their respective industries exhibit high ex ante measures of language overlap, consistent with the existence of potential synergies. Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
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In related work, and consistent with this view, Hoberg and Phillips (2015) document that multipleindustry firms that have distinct product offerings trade at stock market premia. In all, our findings support theoretical links to organizational language, language boundaries, and synergies. Our results also help explain why so many firms continue to use the conglomerate structure despite potential negative effects on valuation as noted by past studies.
Our evidence is also consistent with the conclusion that multiple-industry production, as identified by the Compustat segment tapes, does not fit the historical view that multiple-industry firms operate unrelated business lines under one corporate headquarters, with diversification being the primary aim.
5 Rather firms choose industry pairs in which to operate based on industry language overlaps and potential asset complementarities. For example, we find that roughly 69% of Compustat multiple-industry pairs are in industries that satisfy one of the two following conditions: (a) the language overlap of the pair is similarly as high as industry pairs in the same SIC-2, or (b) the industry pair is above the 90th percentile of vertical relatedness among all industry pairs. The magnitude of this finding suggests that studies aimed at explaining the behavior of diversified multiple-industry firms need to reduce the sample of Compustat multiple-industry firms to the much smaller subsample that plausibly has diversification of cash flows as a primary motive.
The rest of our paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we present new measures of industry relatedness based on product language and develop our key hypotheses. In Section 3, we discuss our data, variables, and the methods we use to examine industry choice. Section 4 presents the results of our analysis of industry choice. Section 5 presents our analysis of competitor firm product-market transitivity based on product language used by firms. Section 6 presents our analysis of subsequent product growth. Section 7 examines how our results change as language complexity increases, and Section 8 concludes.
Industry Fundamentals and Firm Organization
We ask whether there are certain fundamental industry characteristics-distinct from vertical relatednessthat make operating in two different industries valuable. The central hypotheses we examine are whether product market overlap across industries, within-industry language specialization, and the industries lying between a given pair of industries impact which industries firms operate within and what types of firms operate across these industries. Our research foundation is related to the trade-off between specialization and coordination. Historically, producing in multiple industries has been viewed as a way to reduce the variance of cash flows by producing products with uncorrelated cash flows. Existing studies (e.g., Hann et al. 2013 ) thus take the industries chosen as given and examine the properties of the cash flows of conglomerates. We focus on whether and how much conglomerate formation is related to choosing complementary industries whose products are related-not unrelated-and whether there are other motives. Becker and Murphy (1992) model how firms trade off the costs of coordinating workers across different tasks versus the gains to specialization across industries. In their analysis, specialization among complementary tasks links the division of labor to coordination costs, knowledge, and the extent of the market. Workers invest in specialized knowledge until the costs of coordinating specialized workers outweigh the gains from specialization. Theories of the impact of communication on this trade-off have been studied by Bolton and Dewatripont (1994) and Alonso et al. (2008) .
Our analysis captures the extent that different industries use different sets of specialized words and a common language across products when the firm wishes to capture synergies, as is theoretically modeled by Crémer et al. (2007) . They write, "A broader firm, which must use a common code, is more likely when the degree of synergy among services is high, when the cost of imprecise communication is low, and when the types of problems faced by the services are similar" (p. 376). A broader scope of language thus allows for more synergies to be captured but at the cost of less precise communication within each unit.
Our focus on the potential for asset complementarities also relates to the proposition from Teece (1980) , who writes, "[I]f economies of scope are based upon the common and recurrent use of proprietary knowhow or the common and recurrent use of a specialized and indivisible physical asset, then multiproduct enterprise (diversification) is an efficient way of organizing economic activity" (p. 223). Industry economies of scale, as Maksimovic and Phillips (2002) emphasize, exert the opposite force, as economies of scale increase the optimal size of a firm. Higher economies of scale reduce the incentive to produce across industry pairs, as the relative advantage of operating within a single industry increases with economies of scale.
We discuss our key hypotheses through the lens of a spatial representation of the product market (see Hoberg and Phillips 2016 for a discussion of the textbased product market space). 6 In this representation, all firms have a "location" on a high dimensional unit sphere that is determined by the overall vocabulary used in the given firm's 10-K business description.
We extend the previous firm-specific work of Hoberg and Phillips (2016) how industries have a simple but highly informative representation in the product market language space that can be used to examine how industries relate to one another. Intuitively, an industry should be viewed as a cluster of firms in the product market space, and hence each industry has both a location and a degree to which it is spread out in the product market space. For example, industries that are highly spread out have a low degree of within-industry product similarity.
The new fundamental measures of industries that are constructed in this paper allow us to assess how every pair of industries relates to one another, capturing potential synergies and how products differ within industries. We first measure how close industries are in the product space using the extent of language overlap, Across-Industry Language Similarity (AILS). We measure the extent of transitivity of language across competitors, TransComp, to measure the strength of product market boundaries. We also measure the extent of within-industry language specialization and focus, Within-Industry Language Similarity (WILS), and the extent to which other industries lie between a given industry pair, Between Industries (BI).
We use these new industry-relatedness measures from firm product text to test three hypotheses. These hypotheses are illustrated in Figures 1(A)-1(C), where each circle represents an industry in the product market space, and the size of the circle illustrates the degree to which the given industry is spread out (low withinindustry similarity).
Hypothesis 1 (H1; Synergies, Asset Complementarities, and Cross-Industry Production). Multiple-industry firms are more likely to produce in industry pairs that have higher product language overlap and thus higher potential for crossindustry synergies.
The intuition behind this hypothesis relates to Crémer et al. (2007) . Industries with more organizational product language overlap are more amenable to multiple-product production because more communication is possible across the divisions. Thus, these industries have a greater potential for feasible synergies. Hence, we should observe more multipleindustry firms operating across industries with greater product market overlap, and we should also observe higher levels of realized synergies for these same firms. Figure 1 (A) depicts industries X and Y as having a high degree of cross-industry similarity compared with other industry pairs, and H1 predicts that more multiple-product firms will choose to jointly operate in X and Y relative to other pairwise configurations. Note that this hypothesis and the evidence provided complements Hoberg and Phillips (2010) , which analyzes potential synergies in mergers inside industries. The main idea underlying this hypothesis is best summarized by this quote from (Crémer et al. 2007, p. 373) : "The need to learn specialized codes constrains the scope of the organization: a specialized code facilitates communication within a service or function, but limits communication between services, and thus makes coordination between them more difficult." Figure 1 (B) depicts industries X and Y as having a low degree of within-industry similarity compared to other industries, and hence firms residing in X and Y likely have greater potential to coordinate acrossindustries because of less specialization, and H2 predicts that more multiple-product firms will choose to jointly operate in X and Y relative to other pairwise configurations. Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 This hypothesis is related to the first hypothesis regarding potential synergies but tests the more refined prediction that synergies in the form of potential entry into related markets are independently relevant. The intuition underlying this hypothesis is that the existence of high-value, less competitive industries between a given pair of industries may allow a multiple-industry firm to potentially enter these highly valued product markets. Figure 1 (C) depicts industries X and Y as having a third industry, I 3 , residing between them. If firms in I 3 are highly valued, then H3 predicts that multiple-product firms will more frequently choose to operate in industries X and Y.
Data and Methodology

The Compustat Industry Sample
We construct our Compustat sample using the industrial annual files to identify the universe of publicly traded firms, the Compustat segment files to identify which firms are multiple-industry producers, and the industry of each segment. We define a conglomerate as a firm having operations in more than one SIC-3 industry in a given year. To identify segments operating under a conglomerate structure, we start with the segment files, which we clean to ensure we are identifying product-based segments instead of geographic segments. We keep conglomerate segments that are identified as business segments or operating segments. We only keep segments that report positive sales. We aggregate segment information into three-digit SIC codes and identify firms as multiple-industry firms only when they report two or more three-digit SIC codes. We identify 34,218 unique multiple-industry firm years from 1996 to 2013 (we limit our sample to these years because of required coverage of text-based variables), which have 88,578 unique conglomeratesegment-years. We also identify 70,503 unique pure play firm-years (firms with a single segment structure).
When we examine how multiple-industry firms change from year to year, we further require that a multiple-industry structure exists in the previous year. This requirement reduces our sample to 29,777 unique conglomerate years having 78,533 segment-years. Because we use pure play firms to assess industry characteristics that might be relevant to the formation of multiple-industry firms, we also discard conglomerate observations if they have at least one segment operating in an industry for which there are no pure play benchmarks in our sample. We are left with 25,541 unique multiple-industry firm-years with 69,355 unique segment multiple-industry firm-years. This final sample covers 3,344 unique three-digit SIC industry-years. As there are 18 years in our sample; this is roughly 186 industries per year.
We also consider a separate database of pairwise permutations of the SIC-3 industries in each year. We use this database to assess which industry pairs are most likely to be populated by multiple-industry firms that operate in the given pair of industries. This industrypair-year database has 382,494 total industry pair×year observations (roughly 21,250 industry pair permutations per year).
The Sample of 10-K Filings
The methodology we use to extract 10-K text follows Phillips (2016) and . The first step is to use web-crawling and text-parsing algorithms to construct a database of business descriptions from 10-K annual filings on the SEC EDGAR website from 1996 to 2013. We search the EDGAR database for filings that appear as "10-K," "10-K405," "10-KSB," or "10-KSB40." The business descriptions appear as Item 1 or Item 1A in most 10-K filings. The document is then processed using APL for text information and a company identifier, the Central Index Key (CIK).
7 Business descriptions are legally required to be accurate, as Item 101 of Regulation S-K requires firms to describe the significant products they offer, and these descriptions must be updated and representative of the current fiscal year of the 10-K.
Word Vectors and Cosine Similarity
Using the database of business descriptions, we form word vectors for each firm based on the text in each firm's product description. To construct each firm's word vector, we first omit common words that are used by more than 25% of all firms. Following Hoberg and Phillips (2016) , we further restrict our universe in each year to words that are either nouns or proper nouns (excluding geographical terms such as countries, states, and the top 50 cities).
8 Let M t denote the number of such words. For a firm i in year t, we define its word vector W i, t as a binary M t -vector, having the value 1 for a given element when firm i uses the given word in its year t 10-K business description. 9 We then normalize each firm's word vector to unit length, resulting in the normalized word vector N i, t .
Importantly, each firm is represented by a unique vector of length 1 in an M t -dimensional space. Therefore, all firms reside on a M t -dimensional unit sphere, and each firm has a known location. This spatial representation of the product space allows us to construct variables that more richly measure industry topography, for example, to identify other industries that lie between a given pair of industries.
The cosine similarity for any two word vectors N i, t and N j, t is their dot product, N i, t · N j, t . Cosine similarities are bounded in the interval [0, +1] when both Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
vectors are normalized to have unit length and when they do not have negative elements, as will be the case for the quantities we consider here. If two firms have similar products, their dot product will tend toward 1.0, while dissimilarity moves the cosine similarity toward 0. We use "cosine similarity" because it is widely used in studies of information processing (see Sebastiani 2002 for a summary of methods). It measures the cosine of the angle between word vectors on a unit sphere.
Firm Restructuring Over Time
We examine whether our spatial industry variables can explain how multiple-industry firms restructure over time, and we classify restructuring in three different ways. Because we consider the role of industry topography, the unit of observation for these variables is a pair of segments operating within a conglomerate. We define New Segment Pairs as a new pair observed in a conglomerate in year t that did not exist in the conglomerate in the previous year t − 1. We then define New Segment Pairs Likely Obtained Through Growth as pairs that did not exist in the conglomerate's structure in the previous year, and the conglomerate had fewer segments in year t − 1 relative to year t. Finally, we define New Segment Pairs Linked to SDC (Securities Data Company) Acquisitions as segment pairs that did not exist in the conglomerate's structure in the previous year, and the conglomerate was the acquirer of an acquisition of at least 10% of its assets between year t − 1 and year t.
Industry Variables
The primary dependent variable we seek to explain is the fraction of multiple-industry firms producing in an industry. Our primary four explanatory industry variables are Across-Industry Language Similarity (potential synergies), Within-Industry Language Similarity, the fraction of industries that are Between Industries, and the Transitivity of Competitors. In this section, we discuss these variables and the additional industry variables we consider both as control variables and as variables of individual interest.
Because we seek to examine the industry pairs in which multiple-industry firms produce, to avoid any mechanistic relationships, we focus only on singlesegment firms to calculate the characteristic industryrelatedness variables we later use as explanatory variables. We then use the Compustat segment tapes to examine how observed conglomerate industry configurations relate to these text-based industry characteristics computed from single-segment firms.
Because conglomerate segments are reported using SIC codes, our initial analysis relates to industry configurations and their incidence based on three-digit SIC code industry definitions. In later analysis, we consider industry groupings using the fixed industry classifications (FIC) from Hoberg and Phillips (2016) , where firms are identified as competitors using textbased methods.
Text-Based Industry Variables. Across-Industry
Language Similarity of Product Language: The AILS measure is based on industry product language overlap. It captures the extent to which product descriptions of firms in two different industries use overlapping language. The AILS measure is meant to capture the similarities between the products that two industries produce and thus the potential for synergies. Specifically, across-industry similarity is the average textual cosine similarity of all pairwise permutations of the N i and N j firms in the two industries i and j, where textual similarity is based on word vectors from firm business descriptions (see Section 3.3 for a discussion of the cosine similarity method). This measure captures the average overlap in product words that two randomly drawn firms from industries i and j will have in common.
Within-Industry Language Similarity:
The WILS measure captures the language specialization of industry i. It is the average cosine similarity of the business descriptions for all pairwise word permutations of the N i firms in industry i (i.e., the degree of language overlap within industry).
Between Industries: For the BI measure, we use the across-industry similarity measure (described above) to assess which other industries lie between any given industry pair. Specifically, a third industry is between two industries in a given industry pair if the third industry is closer in textual distance to each industry in the pair than the two industries in the pair are to each other.
The across-industry similarity measure based on across industry language overlaps discussed above is instrumental in computing the fraction of industries between a given pair. More formally, where AILS i, j denotes the across-industry product language similarity of industries i and j, we define a third industry k as being between industries i and j if the following relationship holds:
The fraction of industries between a given pair of industries i and j is therefore the number of industries k (excluding i and j) satisfying this condition divided by the total number of industries in the database in the given year (excluding i and j).
Transitivity of Competitors:
TransComp is a measure of how weak a given product market's language boundaries are (the degree to which its language is not specialized). This measure is computed for each Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. 7 firm and is based on the Text-Based Network Industry Classification (TNIC) of Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . TNIC industries are derived from the 10-K text in firms' business descriptions. The industry classification identifies, for each given firm, the set of rival firms having the most similar business descriptions to the given firm using the cosine similarity method. TNIC industries are calibrated to be as granular as the widely used three-digit SIC industry classification. To compute TransComp, for each focal firm, we first identify the set of TNIC rivals. We then also use TNIC to identify the set of rivals of the rivals. TransComp is the fraction of firms in the set of rivals of rivals that are also in the set of rivals of the focal firm, as explained above. Because TNIC links are direct estimates of language overlap, TransComp measures the degree to which language overlap is transitive in a given product market. This variable by design lies in the interval [0, 1]. TransComp is a particularly stark measure of language specialization because it does not rely on the quality of the Compustat segment tapes and their potentially questionable SIC code designations. Markets with strong language boundaries (high transitivity) likely use highly specialized languages that do not overlap with neighboring industries. Hypothesis 2 predicts that such markets are less likely to be chosen by multiple-industry firms.
Non-Text-Based Industry Control Variables.
As is the case for AILS and the fraction of industries between a given pair, our first set of three additional control variables is a property of a pair of industries. These include a key control for industry-pair relevance, a measure of vertical relatedness, and a dummy identifying which industries are in the same two-digit SIC code. Because we aim to examine conglomerate incidence rates across industry pairs, controlling for industry pair relevance is important. For example, if multiple-industry firms were formed by randomly choosing among available pure-play firms in the economy, then the incidence of conglomerate operating pairs would be related to the product of the fraction of firms residing in industries i and j. Therefore, we define the Pair Likelihood If Random variable as the product (F i xF j ), where F i is the number of pure-play firms in industry i divided by the number of pure-play firms in the economy in the given year.
We consider the input-output tables to assess the degree to which a pair of industries is vertically related. The inclusion of this variable is motivated by studies examining vertically related industries and corporate policy and structure, including Fan and Goyal (2006) , Kedia et al. (2011) , and Ahern and Harford (2014) . We consider the methodology described in Fan and Goyal (2006) to identify vertically related industries; we use the closest proceeding fifth year, given these tables are only available every fifth year, of the "Use Table" of Benchmark Input-Output Accounts of the U.S. Economy to compute, for each firm pairing, the fraction of inputs that flows between each pair.
We also consider economies of scale and measure the gains to scale within each industry. This measure is captured by estimating a traditional Cobb-Douglas production function.
10 As with our measure of acrossindustry similarity, we estimate this measure for both traditional SIC industry groupings and the new textbased FIC of Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . We estimate the production function using firm-level data from Compustat. We use 10 years of lagged data for each firm in a given industry and use sales as the dependent variable. We include the following right-handside variables: net property plant and equipment for capital, the number of employees, the cost of goods sold, and firm age. All variables are in natural logs, and variables except for age and the number of employees are deflated to 1987 real dollars using the wholesale price index. An industry's Economies of Scale is measured as the sum of the coefficients on net property, plant, and equipment and the cost of goods sold.
We also consider two additional control variables that are a property of a single industry: patent applications and industry instability. We compute patent applications at the industry level as the fraction of total patents applied for by firms in the given industry (as a fraction of all patents applied for in the given year) scaled by the total assets of firms in the given industry in the given year. We multiply this quantity by 10,000 for convenience. We compute industry instability as the absolute value of the natural logarithm of the number of firms in the industry in year t divided by the number of firms in the same industry in year t − 1. Industries with higher instability experience changes in the industry's membership over time. Table 1 displays summary statistics for our conglomerate and pure play firms, as well as industry pair databases. Panel A shows that multiple-industry firms are generally larger than the pure-play firms in terms of total value of the firm.
Summary Statistics
Panel B of the table compares randomly drawn pairs of SIC-3 industries to the SIC-3 industries comprising a conglomerate configuration. The panel shows that a randomly drawn pair of three-digit SIC industries has 0.169 multiple-industry firms having segments operating in both industries of the given pair. Hence, most randomly chosen industry pairs do not have multiple-industry firms operating in the pair. The average across-industry similarity or "language overlap" of random pairs is 0.014, which closely matches the average firm similarity reported in Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . This quantity more than doubles for actual multiple-industry firms to 0.037, indicating that multiple-industry firms are perhaps less diversified than previously thought. Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 Notes. Summary statistics for firm value are reported for our sample of conglomerate and pure-play firms (panel A) for our sample from 1996 to 2013. Summary statistics for key variables of interest are reported for both multiple-industry and single-segment firms in panel B. These variables are discussed in detail in Section 3.5. Across-Industry Language Similarity is the average pairwise similarity of firms in one of the industries in the pair with firms in the other industry. Between Industries is the fraction of all other industries that lie between the given pair of industries. Vertical Relatedness is the degree of vertical relations based on the input-output tables. Economies of Scale is based on the estimation of a Cobb-Douglas production function over 10 years, with sales being the dependent variable. Within-Industry Language Similarity is the average pairwise similarity of firms in the given industry. Patent Applications is at the industry level and is the fraction of total patents applied for by firms in the given industry. Industry Instability is the absolute value of the logarithmic change in the number of firms in the given industry over the past year.
To further illustrate this point, we note the historical perspective taken by many studies is that most conglomerates are highly diversified. If we divide all industry pairs into quartiles based on across-industry similarity, we find that 71% of all conglomerates reside in the highest similarity quartile and just 5% in the least similar quartile, indicating that the converse of the historical perspective is perhaps more accurate. That is, most conglomerates operate in less diversified, and more highly related, industry pairs.
This conclusion is further reinforced by comparing the fraction of all other industries lying between the given pair, which is 32.1% for random pairs and just 8.8% for actual multiple-industry firms. Consistent with our central language overlap hypothesis (H1), conglomerate industry pairs are in regions of the product space that are substantially closer together than randomly chosen industries. The average withinindustry similarity, intuitively, is much higher, at 0.097. Consistent with our language specialization hypothesis (H2), this quantity is somewhat lower, at 0.088 for actual multiple-industry firms.
We calculate a Pearson correlation table of our primary industry variables. In the interest of space, we present the correlation table in the online appendix as shows that there is a high correlation (0.243) between the ratio of multiple-versus single-industry firms (a key variable we explain) and AILS. Other correlations are generally modest. Our independent variables also generally correlate little except for the larger correlation for our BI variable and the AILS variable. We thus examine whether multicollinearity might pose a problem for these variables in our regressions. We find that variance inflation factors are less than 2.0, so the correlation of −66.8 between these variables does not pose any multicollinearity concerns in our regressions. These results for variance inflation, along with our very large database of 382,494 observations, indicate that multicollinearity is not a concern in our analysis. The reason AILS and BI are negatively correlated is that if two industries are far apart, then most other industries are "between" them spatially. For this reason, we include both BI and AILS in our regressions to ensure that each is held fixed when examining the other. pairs. Hence, multiple-industry firms are more likely to operate in industry pairs with higher levels of language overlap, likely capturing higher potential synergies. Multiple-industry firms also tend to populate industries with lower-than-average within-industry similarity and industries having a lower-than-average number of other industries between them. In panel B of Table 2 , we report results for smaller multiple-industry firms (two or three segments) compared with those of larger multiple-industry firms. The table suggests that larger multiple-industry firms tend to produce across a wider area of the product market space, as they have lower across-industry similarity. They also tend to produce in industries with more industries between them and in industries that have higher within-industry similarity. In panel C, we observe that most multiple-industry firms (45, 939) are stable from one year to the next, although 3,868 of them reduce in size by one segment, and 684 multipleindustry firms reduce in size by two or more segments. Analogously, 6,485 firms increase in size by one segment, and 2,000 firms increase in size by two segments.
In panel D, we observe that vertically related multiple-industry firms have average across-industry similarities that are close to the average for all conglomerate pairs. However, the panel also shows that acrossindustry similarities are higher for industries having the same two-digit SIC code. Both vertical industries and those in the same two-digit SIC code also have fewer industries between them than do randomly drawn industries or the industry pairs in which most conglomerates operate.
In Tables EC.2-EC.4 of the online appendix, we also present tables that show the top 10 and bottom 10 industries for our primary industry variables in 2013, the last year of our sample. Tables EC.5-EC.7 present the same statistics for 1997, the first year of our sample. This provides intuitive examples our new text-based industry variables. We present these in the online appendix because of space constraints. Table EC .2 shows the top 10 and bottom 10 industries for AILS. The table shows that the industries are indeed quite related. Pairs with different SIC twodigit codes include pipelines (SIC 461) and natural gas transmission (SIC 492) and also pipelines and wholesale petroleum bulk stations and terminals (SIC 517). The BI pairs presented in Table EC .3 are also intuitive. Pairs include footwear (SIC 314) and retail-women's clothing stores (SIC 562). Table EC.4 shows the industries with the highest and lowest WILS. Transportation industries, collection agencies, and tires are sample industries with high WILS. Figure 2 displays the large economic magnitude of the link between across-industry product language similarity and conglomerate firm industry choice. In particular, the solid line displays the distribution of across-industry product language similarity scores for randomly drawn industry pairs, and the dashed line displays this distribution for observed conglomerate firm industry pairs. The figure shows that the dashed line has a distribution that (a) is strongly shifted to the right relative to the solid line and (b) has a very large right tail, as evidenced by the higher level of density on the right side of the figure and the large amount Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 Notes. Across-industry similarity is the average pairwise 10-K textual similarity of firm pairs in each SIC-3 industry based on the text in each firm's business descriptions. The x axis depicts the level of across-industry similarity ranging from 0 to 0.05 (values above this level are in the last data point), and the y axis depicts the fraction of industry pairs with the given level of AILS. The dashed line depicts the median across-industry language similarity (0.023) for conglomerate industry pairs. This median is reached at the 85.5th percentile of across-industry similarity for randomly drawn pairs (solid line).
of mass to the right of 0.05. To put this in perspective, the median across-industry similarity of conglomerate industry pairs is at the 85.5th percentile among randomly drawn pairs.
Firm Industry Choice
We examine whether our hypothesis can explain in which industry pairs multiple-industry firms produce. We test whether potential synergies and asset complementarities measured through across-industry product language similarity, the fraction of industries between a particular industry pair, and withinindustry similarity matter for the likelihood that multiple-industry firms will produce in a particular industry pair. We also consider economies of scale and vertical relatedness. Table 3 presents ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions where each observation is a pair of three-digit SIC industries in a year derived from the set of all pairings of observed SIC-3 industries in the given year in the Compustat segment tapes. The dependent variable is the ratio of multiple-industry firms to singlesegment firms operating in the given industry pair. This is computed as the number of multiple-industry firms operating in the given industry pair divided by the total number of single-segment firms operating in the two industries of the given pair. Panel A displays results based on the entire sample of industry pairs. Panels B and C display results for various subsamples that divide the overall sample based on the competitiveness or the valuations of industries lying between the industry pair. All regressions include industry and year fixed effects, and all standard errors are clustered by industry.
Consistent with our central language overlap hypothesis (H1), panel A shows that higher acrossindustry language overlap is associated with a higher fraction of multiple-industry firms producing in a particular industry. Consistent with our specialization hypothesis (H2), we find that average within-industry similarity is negatively associated with multipleindustry firms producing in a particular industry. Consistent with H3, panel A also shows that the fraction of industries between a given industry pair also matters positively.
To put the economic magnitude of these results into perspective, we first note that the average ratio of conglomerate segments to pure-play firms for a given industry pair is 0.66. Computing economic impact as the regression coefficient multiplied by each variable's standard deviation, we find that a onestandard-deviation increase in across-industry language similarity would increase this ratio from 0.66 to 1.66. A one-sigma increase in the fraction of industries between a pair would increase this ratio to 0.92, and a one-sigma increase in within-industry similarity would decrease this ratio to 0.55. In all, these economic magnitudes (particularly that for AILS) are very large.
Panels B and C show that especially when high value industries and industries that have high levels of product differentiation (measured using TNIC product similarities as in Hoberg and Phillips 2016) are between the given pair, a higher fraction of multiple-industry firms operates in the given pair. This does not hold for competitive low value industries, as the fraction of industries between the pair becomes insignificant in row (9). Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Notes. OLS regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry for our sample of 382,494 industry pairs from 1996 to 2013. One observation is one pair of three-digit SIC industries in a year derived from the set of all permutations of feasible pairings. The dependent variable is the ratio of multiple-industry firms operating in the given industry pair (relative to the total number of single segment firms operating in the two industries in the given pair), expressed as a percentage for convenience. Panel A displays results based on the entire sample. Panels B and C display results for subsamples based on product differentiation and valuations of industries lying between the given industry pair.
This result shows how industry boundaries might be crossed or redrawn using product market synergies to lower the cost of entry into previously differentiated or difficult-to-enter product markets. In particular, multiple industry firms operating in industries spatially located on both sides of a differentiated industry likely have a technological advantage to enter the BI. These results support H3 and document a role of entry synergies in multiple-industry production. Table 4 examines how industry characteristics influence which new industry pair operations are added to multiple-industry firms in a given year. We also separately consider segment additions by firms having large transactions in the SDC mergers and acquisitions (M&A) database. One observation is one pair of segments in an existing conglomerate in year t.
The dependent variable varies by panel in Table 4 . The dependent variable in panel A is the relative fraction of new multiple-industry operating pairs. It is computed as the number of new multiple-industry segments (where the conglomerate did not have this segment in the previous year) operating in each threedigit SIC code pair in the given year divided by the total number of single segment firms operating in the two industries in the given pair. In panel B, we restrict attention to new segments in firms that were the acquirer in an acquisition in the SDC database for a transaction amounting to at least 10% of the firm's assets. In panel C, we restrict attention to segments that were likely created through reclassification. Likely reclassified segments are those that newly appear in years where the total number of segments reported by the given firm is less than or equal to the pastyear number of segments (indicating that these new segments were likely classified as being in a different industry in the previous year). The independent variables include various product market variables characterizing the industry pair.
The results in panel A of Table 4 show that segment pairs are likely to be added if product market language overlaps and potential synergies are high. The panel also shows that the coefficient on the across-industry product similarity variable is higher when the industries between two industry pairs have highly differentiated products and are highly valued (and the lowest coefficient when the converse is true). This result is consistent with multiple-industry firms using complementary industry assets to extract Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Notes. OLS regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry. The dependent variable is the relative fraction of new multiple-industry segments, which is the number of new multiple-industry segments in each three-digit SIC code pair in the given year divided by the total number of single-segment firms operating in the two industries in the given pair, multiplied by 100 for convenience. Panel A counts the number of new multiple-industry firms operating in both industries of an industry pair. Panel B restricts attention to new segments of multiple-industry firms that were the acquirer in a transaction amounting to at least 10% of the firm's assets. Panel C restricts attention to likely reclassified segments, which is the number of new segments that appear in years where the total number of segments reported by the given firm is less than or equal to the past-year number of segments.
product market synergies that allow them to lower the cost of entry into profitable highly differentiated industries. We also observe that multiple-industry firms are more likely to add new segments when the fraction of industries between the conglomerate pair is high and the average within-industry similarity is low. The results in panel B further show that conglomerate segments are more likely to be added through growth or acquisition when highly differentiated and highly valued industries lie between the segment pairs. In particular, multiple-industry firms add such segments when the resulting industry pairs have high across-industry similarity, low within-industry similarity, and a high fraction of industries that lie between the industry pair.
The results in panel B are consistent with the following two-stage mechanism for how firms might enter neighboring high-value industries that might be protected by barriers to entry. First, panel B shows that the firm might strategically acquire a segment in an industry that is spatially located on the other side of the targeted industry. The second stage would be to potentially combine the technologies of the spatially bracketing industry segments and enter the BI. This two-stage strategy can explain why the acquirer in the first stage might see adequately high product market Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. 13 synergies to justify the acquisition. We believe future research further examining this potential mechanism could be valuable.
The results in panel C are also consistent with firms reclassifying segments into industries that have higher across-industry product language similarity, more BI, and lower within-industry similarity. The only difference in panel C is that the subsample tests reveal that panel C results are stronger when BIs have higher valuations and lower differentiation rather than higher valuations and higher differentiation. This difference might occur because without acquisitions, as discussed in panel B, penetrating BIs that are highly differentiated might be difficult. In particular, without acquiring another firm, this form of entry through organic reclassification might not be possible because of frictions such as patents, which are more likely to exist when an industry is differentiated.
We conclude overall that our results are broadly consistent with multiple-industry firms choosing to expand into industries that give them the most potential for related-industry synergy gains. These results are especially relevant for those industries that also have a lower degree of specialized language and are thus consistent with the theory of organizational language in Crémer et al. (2007) .
Text-Based Industry Classifications
In this section, we replicate the multiple-industry firm choice analysis in Table 3 using text-based industry classifications from Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . In particular, we focus on the fixed industry classification with 300 industries (FIC-300), which is a set of 10-K-based industries chosen to be roughly as granular as SIC-3. To implement this calculation, we first need to reassign each firm to a set of FIC-300 segments as a substitute for the SIC-3 segments indicated by Compustat. This is achieved using the textual decomposition of each conglomerate firm into its respective segments from Hoberg and Phillips (2015) . This decomposition generates a full set of single-segment peers for each segment of each conglomerate, with associated weights that sum to 1, and that best replicates the product offerings of the given conglomerate. For a conglomerate with N segments, we assign it to the N FIC-300 industries having the highest total weight in the Hoberg and Phillips (2015) decomposition. This methodology is parsimonious and fully accounts for the documented improvements in conglomerate benchmarking illustrated in the paper. We refer readers to Hoberg and Phillips (2015) for details regarding the weighted conglomerate decomposition.
The main impetus for this analysis is to establish robustness using an alternative classification, and to also establish robustness using an industry classification based on text-based industry-relatedness variables. We do not include this analysis as our primary analysis because many variables are not as readily available using text-based classifications in this system, as text-based classifications only became available starting in 1996. As a result of these limitations, our sample is restricted to 264,781 industry-pair-years rather than the 382,494 available in Table 3 . Furthermore, we do not have measures of vertical relatedness in this setting, and variables requiring multiple years to compute such as economies of scale especially limit the sample size available using FIC-300 industries. Table 5 displays the results of this test using FIC-300 industries. The table shows that most of our key findings are robust to using FIC-300 instead of SIC-3 despite the smaller sample size. For example, multiple-industry firms are far more likely to operate in industry pairs with a high potential for synergies (across-industry product language similarity), with a larger fraction of BIs, and with less specialized languages (lower within industry similarity).
However, three results in Table 5 differ from those in Table 3 . First, multiple-industry firms are less likely to operate in high-patenting industries using FIC-300 industries but are not significantly linked to highpatenting industries using SIC-3 industries. We find this result interesting, especially given that FIC-300 industries are fully updated each year, whereas SIC-3 industries change little. Second, the economies of scale variable is negative using SIC-3 and either positive or insignificant using FIC-300. We believe the reason for this difference is likely technical. The economies of scale variable requires a longer time series to properly estimate, and inadequate long-term FIC-300 data exist to make this possible. Third, the industry instability variable is positive for SIC-based industry pairs and negative for FIC-based industry pairs. Regardless of these changes for the control variables, we note the text-based variables are stable across the two specifications.
Product Market Boundaries
In this section, we examine the robustness of our findings relating to across-industry product language similarity and potential synergies using a framework that does not rely on the Compustat segment database. This test is important for two reasons. First, Hoberg and Phillips (2016) show that SIC-based classifications cannot adequately capture information about industry memberships.
11 Villalonga (2004) has also questioned the reliability of the Compustat segment database, showing that it does not capture multiple-industry production. Second, we view the results regarding potential synergies across industries to be the primary contribution of the current article. Hence, reexamining the same predictions through a more refined framework can offer a highly discriminating test of robustness regarding our primary contribution. Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Notes. OLS regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry for our sample of 264,781 industry pairs from 1996 to 2013. One observation is one pair of FIC industries in a year derived from the set of all permutations of feasible pairings. The dependent variable is the number of multiple-industry firms operating in the given industry pair, multiplied by 100 for convenience. Panel A displays results for existing segments. Panel B displays results for newly added segments in three categories: (1) overall, (2) those linked to major acquisitions, and (3) likely reclassified segments (new segments that appear in years where the total number of segments reported by the given firm is less than or equal to the past-year number of segments).
Our alternative measure of the potential for synergies is the degree of product market language overlap transitivity. This is a measure of how strong a given product market's language boundaries are. Markets with weak boundaries, for example, are likely susceptible to entry by firms in neighboring markets at relatively low cost because of asset complementarities. We define product market transitivity at the firm level, and for a given focal firm, we start by identifying its set of rival firms as indicated by the 10-K-based TNIC industry classification from Hoberg and Phillips (2016) . (TNIC industries identify a set of rival firms for each firm as those having the most similar 10-K business descriptions to the given focal firm.) For each rival, we also use TNIC to identify the set of rivals of the rivals. TransComp (our measure of transitivity) is then the fraction of firms in the set of rivals of rivals that are also in the set of rivals of the focal firm as explained above. Figure 3 displays the distribution of this variable for firms with more than one segment in the Compustat database and separately for firms that have just one segment. It is also important to note that although we compute language transitivity for both multipleindustry firms and single-segment firms, we only use single-segment firms as reference peers for the purposes of the calculation itself, to maintain consistency with the rest of our study, and to ensure no mechanistic differences affect transitivity scores for multipleindustry firms. Figure 3 shows a high degree of variability in the transitivity of product markets; it also shows that multiple-industry firms are fundamentally different from single-segment firms regarding the degree of transitivity faced in their respective markets. In particular, single-segment firms lie within a sharply bimodal distribution, and multiple-industry firms lie within a sharply unimodal distribution and generally have much lower transitivity than single-segment firms. We interpret this in terms of product market boundaries. We conclude that multiple-industry firms almost universally operate in product markets with weak boundaries and greater potential for cross-industry communication, whereas single-segment firms operate both in markets with weak boundaries and in markets with stronger boundaries (which have more specialized languages).
We also note that the degree of transitivity varies widely across industries. On the basis of the FamaFrench 48 industries, for example, the beer industry exhibits high industry transitivity, as firms share a strong common language. Construction and insurance have lower transitivity, indicating that firms in these markets speak a broader language that can be applied in other markets. These results would suggest that cross-industry synergies are more relevant in construction and insurance than in the beer industry. Potential complementarities are also more likely in business services and retail than in textiles. This is consistent with the emergence of broad retail empires such as Amazon.com, which likely benefit from asset complementarities. Indeed, we confirm that Amazon.com has weak product market boundaries, with a transitivity score averaging less than 20%. Apple also has a transitivity score close to 20%, supporting our earlier Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Notes. Product market transitivity is the observed probability that firms A and C are rivals, given that A and B are rivals and that B and C are rivals. A pair of firms is defined as being rivals if they are classified as such using the TNIC-3 industry classification. The graph reports the probability density on the y axis and the percentage level of transitivity (which is bound between 0 and 100) on the x axis.
conjecture that Apple likely benefits from strong synergies across previously disparate industries. Table 6 formally examines the association between industry transitivity and organizational form using three panels. Panel A examines highly transitive versus low transitivity industries and shows that more competitors are multiple-industry firms in industries with low transitivity (52.8% versus 39.2%) and that this difference is large. Panel B examines this relationship across subsamples based on firm size and firm age, two variables that are also strongly linked to whether a firm is a conglomerate. Panel B shows that smaller, younger firms in highly transitive industries are especially less likely to be multiple-industry firms (just 15%). By contrast, segments are likely to be in multiple-industry firms if they are larger, older, and in weakly transitive industries (75%). Panel B also shows that all three variables (size, age, and transitivity) are distinct and that each is separately economically important in explaining whether a firm is likely to be a conglomerate.
Panel C displays the results of logistic regressions, where one observation is one firm in one year, and the dependent variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm is a multiple-industry firm (defined as a firm having more than one segment in the Compustat tapes) and 0 for a single-segment firm. The independent variables include the degree to which the given firm is in a transitive product market and control for firm age, size, and profitability. The results show that multipleindustry firms are more likely to be in industries with weak boundaries (lower transitivity). Conglomerate multiple-industry firms are also more likely to be older, larger firms. Our finding that multiple-industry firms are producing in product markets with weaker product market boundaries is consistent with these firms Notes. Summary statistics and logistic regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry for our sample of 130,475 Compustat firms from 1997 to 2013. Panels A and B report summary statistics regarding the average fraction of multiple-industry firms for various subsamples as noted. Panel C displays the results of logistic regressions where the dependent variable is a dummy equal to 1 for a multiple-industry firm and 0 for a single-segment firm. Product market transitivity is the fraction of peers of a given firm that also consider the given firm itself to be a peer, as computed using the TNIC-3 industry classification. OI/Sales is operating income plus depreciation divided by sales. Notes. OLS regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry for our sample of multiple-industry firms from 2000 to 2013. The dependent variable is negative component of the logarithmic growth in the number of segments of the given conglomerate from year t to year t + 1. Hence the dependent variable is the relative decline in the number of segments. We note that the results here are asymmetric, and we do not find analogous results for conglomerate segment additions (and hence they are not reported). All independent variables are measures of change in the given quantity from year t − 3 to year t. Product market transitivity is the fraction of peers of a given firm that also consider the given firm itself to be a peer, as computed using the TNIC-3 industry classification. All regressions include year fixed effects and three-digit SIC industry fixed effects (when specified). OI/Sales is operating income plus depreciation divided by sales.
choosing to operate in markets where potential synergies are likely; that is also consistent with the theory of organizational language in Crémer et al. (2007) . We now examine whether these results hold in differences and whether ex ante changes in industry transitivity are linked to ex post changes in conglomerate organization. Table 7 examines whether multiple-industry firms drop segments following changes in transitivity. The dependent variable is a negative component of the logarithmic growth in the number of segments of the given conglomerate from year t to year t + 1. Hence, the dependent variable is the relative decline in the number of segments. We note that the results here are asymmetric, and we do not find analogous results for conglomerate segment additions (hence, they are not reported). All independent variables are measures of change in the given quantity over the three prior years from year t − 3 to year t. In addition to threeyear changes in product market transitivity, we consider three-year changes in research and development (R&D), capital expenditure (CAPX), profitability, and firm size. Specifications also include time fixed effects and industry fixed effects when noted, and standard errors are clustered by industry. Table 7 shows that multiple-industry firms decrease the number of reported segments when transitivity increases. The results are consistent with multipleindustry firms responding to any strengthening of product market boundaries by dropping segments. Because stronger product market boundaries indicate that firms cannot easily expand their scope, this finding Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
is also consistent with firms reacting to changes in the potential for product market synergies by changing their overall operating configuration.
This section offers a robustness check that is independent of the potentially unreliable SIC code links provided in the Compustat segment tapes. These results are instead based on a more direct measure of the potential for synergies, and moreover, they are based on measures that are updated each year (they are constructed from yearly firm 10-K filings). A stark test of this nature is prohibitively difficult using existing SIC or NAICS-based data because not much crossindustry relatedness data are available, and moreover, these classifications are generally updated little over time.
Growth of Product Offerings
Given our findings in earlier sections, we examine a finer prediction of H1 (potential synergies through asset complementarities) in this section. In particular, if multiple-industry firms indeed operate in some markets to act on potential synergies, we should observe a positive link between potential asset complementarities and increases in firm product offerings over time. We thus examine whether multiple-industry firms operating in industry combinations with greater across-industry product language similarity increase their product offerings over time. We consider the size of a firm's 10-K business description as a measure of the depth of a firm's product offerings in a given year. Because Form 10-K is filed annually, we can assess the degree to which a firm increases its product offerings in a given year by examining the extent to which its business description grows from one year to the next. We can then examine whether this growth is related to ex ante measures of potential synergies. Table 8 presents the results of this test. The dependent variable is the firm's product description growth, defined as the natural logarithm of the number of words in the firm's business description in year t + 1 divided by the number of words in the firm's business description in year t. We consider the same explanatory variables as in Table 3 , although there, we focus our attention on the across industry similarity variable. Panel A displays results based on raw firm-level product description growth. Panel B displays results based on TNIC industry adjusted product description growth.
The results show that conglomerate product description growth is highly related to ex ante measures of potential synergies, as measured by acrossindustry product language similarity. The findings are consistent with H1, which predicts that potential cross-industry synergies provide opportunities for multiple-industry firms to increase their product market offerings. The results are also consistent with the fundamental characteristics of asset complementarities as outlined by Teece (1980) and Panzar and Willig (1981) .
Language Complexity
Because our measures of industry relatedness are based on verbal content in business descriptions of the firms in our sample, our empirical laboratory is a natural fit for testing the Crémer et al. (2007) theory of firm organization and organizational language. However, one concern is that our measures of similarity might relate to potential operational asset complementarities across industries (e.g., see Hoberg and Phillips 2010) .
To further solidify our conclusion that language specifically drives our results, at least in part, we examine whether our results are stronger in product markets where language barriers are likely to be more binding. We categorize product markets using two established measures of readability of 10-K business description text: the Gunning Fog Index (Gunning 1952) and the Flesch-Kincaid readability index (Kincaid et al. 1975) . Both indices are established measures of language complexity and are computed using formulas that take as input quantities such as the number of syllables per word and the number of words per sentence. In our framework, for each index, we define a "language complexity dummy" as 1 if a given firm's 10-K business description has above-median language complexity and 0 otherwise. We then reconsider our main regressions in Tables 3 and 4 with just one addition: we add the language complexity dummy, and cross terms with our key language distance variables, to the regression. We include all control variables and fixed effects that are currently in the existing models in Tables 3  and 4 , although we do not report the full set of coefficients, to conserve space. Table 9 displays the results of these tests. In panel A, we consider the Gunning Fog Index as our measure of language complexity, and in panel B, we consider the Flesch-Kincaid readability index. Results in both panels are similar. The first row in each panel examines the industries in which conglomerates operate, as in the first row of Table 3 . The remaining rows in each panel display results for new conglomerate segments based on the first row in each panel in Table 4 .
In the first specification (row (1)) in Table 9 , we find that conglomerates are less likely to produce in industries with high language complexity as captured by the variable above-median language complexity. The interaction effect of language complexity with AILS shows a positive coefficient, indicating that when conglomerates do produce in industries with high language complexity, the industries are clustered closer together in the product space. These results support the prediction in Crémer et al. (2007) that firms favor a more narrow operating profile when the cost of imprecise communication (in our case, caused by complexity) is high. The finding is also economically large, as the baseline AILS coefficient is 61 in row (1), and the cross term shows that this increases by 67% to 102 (61 baseline plus 41 from the cross term) when language is more complex.
We conclude that conglomerates are less likely to choose industries with complex language but are likely to choose industries that cluster closer in product space when language is more complex. These findings provide rather unique support for Crémer et al. (2007) . Because this result is significant at the 5% level in both rows (1) and (5) of Table 9 , we conclude that it is robust to either measure of language complexity. The remaining rows in each panel show that this result also obtains for likely segment reclassifications, but we do not find analogous results for newly added segments based on acquisitions.
Regarding BIS, row (1) shows an analogous positive interaction coefficient, suggesting that firms again choose industries that are closer in the product space when language is complex, as was the case for AILS. However, the between coefficient in row (1) just misses the cutoff for significance at the 10% level. The remaining rows based on newly added segments show that the between cross term is positive and significant for segments likely added through reclassification, especially in row (8). Although some results regarding BIs are not significant, we view these results as suggestive that our results for BIs are likely driven at least in part by issues specifically related to language.
Finally, the table also shows that our results for WILS are uniformly less negative in markets where language is more complex-suggesting that within-industry language similarity can mitigate the aforementioned problems associated with language complexity. In general, conglomerate firms avoid industries with high within-industry similarity, but language complexity mitigates this strong negative effect. This is consistent with conglomerate firms providing expertise to help mitigate the problems of specialization when language is complex.
Overall, our results based on language complexity illustrate that industry choice is indeed affected by the level of language complexity. This in turn supports our central thesis that language itself can influence important corporate decisions.
Conclusions
We examine product language overlaps across industries using text-based analysis of business descriptions from 10-K filings with the SEC. We examine industry configuration choices for multiple-industry firms and the extent that fundamental industry Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved. Notes. OLS regressions with year and industry fixed effects and standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by industry for our sample of 382,494 industry pairs from 1996 to 2013. One observation is one pair of three-digit SIC industries in a year derived from the set of all permutations of feasible pairings. In rows (1) and (5), the dependent variable is the fraction of multiple-industry firms operating in the given industry pair (relative to the total number of single-segment firms operating in the two industries in the given pair), multiplied by 100 for convenience. In the remaining rows, the dependent variable is the relative fraction of new multiple-industry segments, which is the number of new multiple-industry segments in each three-digit SIC code pair in the given year divided by the total number of single-segment firms operating in the two industries in the given pair, multiplied by 100 for convenience. In rows (2) and (6), the dependent variable is based on all new segments. In rows (3) and (7), the dependent variable restricts attention to new segments of multiple-industry firms that were the acquirer in a transaction amounting to at least 10% of the firm's assets. In rows (4) and (8), the dependent variable restricts attention to new segments that were likely created through reclassification (new segments that appear in years where the total number of segments reported by the given firm is less than or equal to the past-year number of segments). See Table 1 for a complete description of the independent variables. In this table, we focus on two language complexity measures and their cross terms with our key conglomerate industry variables. In panel A (panel B), language complexity is defined based on the Gunning Fog Index (Flesch-Kinkaid readability index), and we include a dummy indicating whether the industry pair on average has readability that is above median in terms of difficulty of readability of its 10-K business description text.
characteristics-not diversification-drive conglomerate industry choice. We find that multiple-industry firms are more likely to operate in industry pairs with higher language overlap, in industry pairs that have highly valued product markets "between" them, and firms are less likely to operate in industries with high within-industry product similarity. These findings are consistent with firms using the multipleindustry structure and language overlaps to take advantage of cross-market product synergies and asset complementarities. These results are robust both when examining existing multiple-industry firm industry configurations and when considering changes in these configurations.
We construct a more general test measuring the extent to which product markets have strong language boundaries. This test is based on the degree of transitivity of firm language within industry groups. This relaxes the need to rely on the quality of the Compustat segment tapes or any particular industry classification.
Low levels of language transitivity indicate strong language boundaries and are consistent with a lower potential for synergies and a reduced potential for scope. Multiple-industry firms are more likely to operate in product markets with weak language boundaries, and these results are economically large. We show directly that conglomerates are less likely to produce in industries with high language complexity. When conglomerate firms do produce in these industries with complex language, we show that the industries are clustered closer in product space.
Last, we find that industries with high ex ante measures of across-industry product language overlap experience increased product description growth. These results are consistent with fundamental product overlaps facilitating product market synergies that result in new products and features. In all, our findings support theories of organizational language and product market synergies and help explain why many firms use multiple-industry structures despite Downloaded from informs.org by [129.170.194 .157] on 31 March 2017, at 11:41 . For personal use only, all rights reserved.
potential negative valuation effects suggested by prior studies. These findings show that choosing complementary industries with related products is a primary motivation for conglomerate firm industry choice. Our findings call into question the previous major reason for conglomerate firm industry choice-that conglomerate firms choose unrelated industries to diversify their cash flows.
